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Abstract. We discuss the magnetic field influence on diffuse gamma-ray emission from 

extragalactic electromagnetic cascades initiated by ultra-high energy cosmic rays. Regions in 

space vary considerably in field strength: it is possibly of 10-12 G and lower in voids, of ~10-6 G 

inside galaxies, galactic clusters and groups, of ~10-7 G around them, and of ~ 10-8-10-9 G in 

filaments.  Structures having fields higher than in voids occupy comparatively small fraction of 

the Universe, so they affect weakly on cascade emission.  Still knowledge of this influence may 

be relevant studying large-scale component of the extragalactic magnetic field and to the search 

for exotic particles, as in the latter case contribution of all components to extragalactic gamma-

ray background should be known, one of which is cascade emission.  To study magnetic field 

effect we simulate particle propagation in homogeneous magnetic field of ~10-6, 10-9, and 10-12 G 

and lower. It is found that in fields of ~10-9 G and lower the spectra of diffuse cascade gamma-

rays at energies E ≤1017 eV coincide. Thus no specific models of EGMF are required to study 

contribution of cascade emission in the extragalactic gamma-ray background at E ≤1017 eV. In 

the case of uniform field of 10-6 G (which seems to be unrealistic), this inference is valid in the 

energy range of ~107-109 eV. Results obtained can be also used studying large-scale component 

of the extragalactic magnetic field. 
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1. Introduction.  

Soon after the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has been discovered it was shown 

that cosmic particles at ultra-high energies (UHE) E>4x1019 eV interact with it loosing energy 

(GZK-effect) [Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin and Kuz’min, 1966] and giving rise to electromagnetic 

cascades [Hayakawa, 1966; Prilutsky and Rozental 1970]. UHECRs interact also with radio 

background emission [Berezinsky et al. 1990], and particles produced in cascades interact with 

CMB, radio emission and extragalactic background light (EBL).  

  Extragalactic cascades arise in the following processes. UHECRs assuming to be 
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protons, interact in intergalactic space with CMB and radio emission mainly via reactions: p+γr 

p+π0, p+γr n+π+. Produced pions decay through the channel π0 γ+γ, π+μ++νµ giving rise 

to gamma-quanta, neutrinos and muons. Muons decay via μ+e++νe+ν ̅µ and give rise to positrons 

and neutrinos. Neutrons decay producing p, e- and ν ̅e. Gamma-quanta, electrons and positrons are 

the particles which generate electromagnetic cascades in the interaction with background emission 

(CMB, radio, and EBL): e+γb e'+ γ' (IC scattering) and γ+γb e+ + e- (pair production).  Other 

reactions give a minor contribution to electromagnetic cascades. The development of the 

electromagnetic cascades in the universe in presence of CMB and EBL is described e.g. in 

[Berezinsky and Kalashev, 2016].  

In addition to interaction with background emission, cascade electrons generate 

synchrotron radiation in the extragalactic magnetic field (EGMF), which quanta take part in IC 

scattering. The value of EGMF that weakly affects cascade process is estimated e.g. in [Uryson, 

1998]: B<10-9 G. Experimental indication of EGMF is analyzed intensively (see, e.g. [Kronberg, 

1994, 2016; Beck 2009; Elyiv et al. 2009; Govoni et al. 2019; Abbasi et al. 2020; Dzhatdoev et 

al. 2020], but at present its structure and value has not yet clarified in detail. Diffuse cascade 

emission produced in homogeneous EGMF of various values was studied previously e.g. in 

[Beresinsky et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011].  

EGMF is apparently inhomogeneous, and regions in space vary considerably in field 

strength. Simulation of large-scale structure along with EGMF evolution was performed in e.g. 

[Dolag et al. 2005; Ryu et al. 1998; Ryu et al. 2008]. Recently codes ENZO and IllustrisTNG 

(TNG) has been applied to predict the evolution and present-day distribution of extragalactic 

magnetic fields: by Hackstein et al. (2016), Vazza et al. (2017) using a large suite of 

cosmological simulations with ENZO-code, and by Arámburo-García et al. (2021a, b) with a 

suite of large-volume cosmological simulations TNG.  

Following results [Dolag et al. 2005; Ryu et al. 1998; Ryu et al. 2008; Vazza et al. 2017], 

magnetic field in voids is B≤ 10-12 G (and has no effect on cascade process), it is of ~10-6 G 

inside galaxies, galactic clusters and groups, of ~10-7 G around them, and of ~10-8 – 10-9 G in 

filaments. The limit of EGMF in voids approximately less than 10-11 G is derived analyzing 

CMB radiation in [Ade et al. 2016; Jedamzik and Saveliev, 2019].   Results by [Hackstein et al. 

2016; Arámburo-García et al 2021a, b] demonstrate that space magnetization is influenced by 

processes of galaxy evolution, that might considerably enhance the fraction of space volume 

with B>10-12 G, which might influence the propagation of UHE CRs.  

In our paper we find out the EGMF influence on cascade emission, analyzing cases of 

homogeneous EGMF along particle way: a field of 10-12 G and lower, a field of ~10-9 G, and of 
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~10-6 G. This allowed us to avoid modelling of EGMF structure which is not reconstructed in 

detail.  

Previously UHE CR cascade emission produced in homogeneous EGMF of values less 

than 1 nG was studied in [Berezinsky et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011] (in order to obtain constraint 

on UHE CR emissivity satisfying data both on extragalactic gamma-ray background and 

cosmogenic neutrinos).  

One of the first papers claiming that UHE CRs along with cascade emission can probe the 

large-scale component of the EGMF is [Lee et al. 1995] in which cascade gamma-ray spectra in 

EGMF of different values is analyzed. Lee et al. (1995) discuss gamma-ray energies above 1018 

eV (at these energies cascade particle interaction with EBL are ignored). In our paper we also 

discuss the EGMF influence on the intensity of diffuse cascade gamma-quanta, but we analyze 

cascade emission in the energy range of 106 – 1020 eV. This range includes energies of gamma-

rays available for Fermi-LAT covering the range of (20 MeV – 820 GeV) [Ackermann et al. 

2015] along with planned gamma-ray telescope GAMMA-400 with the range of (1-500) GeV 

[Egorov et al. 2020], and future gamma-ray observatories CTA and SWGO with ranges (20 

GeV-300 TeV) and (100s of GeV to PeV) respectively [Acharya et al. 2018; López-Coto et al. 

2021]. Therefore our results can be used analyzing data of these gamma-ray telescopes and 

observatories.  

In addition we choose the recent UHECR source model [Giacinti et al. 2015] which 

describes the bulk of CR data.   

Our results could be of interest using both UHE CRs with their cascade emission as a 

probe for the EGMF, and when contribution of various components to the gamma-ray 

background should be known. 

An example of the latter is hunting for dark matter particles, as it is expected that their 

annihilation or decay produce gamma-quanta in various objects (see e.g. [Roszkowski et al. 

2018]. Then in order to filter a relatively weak hypothetical dark matter signal from the gamma-

ray background the contribution of all components to the background should be known, 

including cascade gamma-rays.  

The information about UHECR sources is needed to study electromagnetic cascades. This 

is CR sources, injection spectra, source distribution and evolution as sources can be located at 

distances according to red shifts up to 4-5. 

UHECR sources have not been fully clarified. The general result was obtained by Hillas 

(1984): possible sites of particle acceleration should satisfy the condition between the size and 

magnetic field strength described by Eq.1 in [Hillas, 1984], as a result of which only objects 

above diagonal line in the plot “magnetic field strength-size” could accelerate protons to 1020 eV.  
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Source candidates satisfying this condition are active galactic nuclei (AGN) [Berezinsky et al. 

1990], radio galaxy lobes ([Norman et al. 1995; Biermann, 1997] and ref. therein), and sites in 

SMBH vicinity. The latter case is analyzed in e.g. [Kardashev, 1995; Neronov et al. 2009].  

UHECR injection spectra depend on processes of particle acceleration. CR accelerating 

by electric fields in the vicinity of SMBH or in jets, injection spectra are close to a 

monoenergetic one [Kardashev 1995; Neronov et al 2009; Istomin and Gunya 2020], while 

acceleration on shock fronts (existing e.g in AGN jets) results in exponential CR spectra: ∝ E-α 

with the spectral index α≈2.2-2.5 [ Krymskii 1977; Bell 1978; Cesarsky 1992]. The unified 

model of CR acceleration and subsequent UHE proton propagation was suggested in [Giacinti et 

al. 2015] to describe data on fluxes of both CRs and diffuse gamma-rays and neutrinos. In this 

model sources have following parameters. First, a spectral slope of CR protons is α=2.2. Second, 

the source red shift evolution is as that of Blue Lacertae objects (BL Lac), which are one of the 

AGN types. These source characteristics are used in our paper.  For illustration we also consider 

another case of evolution that is history of cosmic star formation [Ÿuksel et al. 2008] in the form 

given by Wang et al. (2011). (Cosmic star formation rate possibly describes the evolution of 

UHE CR source density.) 

Cascade gamma-ray intensity depends on UHE CR composition what has been studied in 

[Berezinsky et al. 2016] where pure proton composition or having admixture of Helium was 

analyzed. UHECR mass composition being a subject of active discussion, Hanlon et al. (2018) 

compare TA and PAO data and demonstrate that there is no contradiction between the data, thus 

UHECRs have mixed composition. Recently both TA and PAO [Abbasi et al. 2018; Aab et al. 

2020] report on mixed composition including Helium and heavier nuclei up to Ferrum. Yet in 

our paper we study the EGMF influence on cascades from CR protons without analyses of 

cascade emission initiated by various nuclei.  

UHECR propagation has been computed with the publically available code TransportCR 

[Kalashev and Kido, 2015], which is 1D code.  It is valid because we calculate diffuse cascade 

emission initiated by randomly directed UHECRs. 3D simulation is applied when analyzing 

cascades which are originated by particles from a single source or in a blazar jet (see e.g. 

[Neronov and Aharonian 2007; Khalikov and Dzhatdoev, 2021]) or analyzing CR angle 

anisotropy (e.g. [Hackstein et al. 2018].  

In our paper we find out the EGMF influence on cascade emission, analyzing cases of 

homogeneous EGMF along particle way: a field of 10-12 G and lower which is typical in the 

extragalactic space beyond clusters, sheets, and filaments, a field of ~10-9 G which possibly fills 

sheets, and filaments, and of ~10-6 G, which is common inside galaxies and galactic clusters. 

This allowed us to avoid modelling of EGMF structure which is not reconstructed in detail.  
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We obtain that in the EGMF with B=10-9 G and B≤10-12 G diffuse cascade emission is 

similar at energies E ≤1017 eV. Thus no specific models of EGMF are required to study 

contribution of cascade emission in the extragalactic gamma-ray background at these energies.  

Considering EGMF of 10-6 G the result obtained is valid in the energy range of ~107-109 

eV.  

In the paper we use “photons” for particles of background emission, “quanta” for those 

produced in interaction with cosmic background and synchrotron process, and “electrons” for 

both electrons and positrons.    

2. Method.  

In this section we list assumptions underlying the model.  

  CRs are accelerated in processes in the vicinity of SMBH in galactic centers. As particle 

acceleration is connected with SMBH, AGNs can be UHECR sources regardless of their type 

and distance [Istomin and Gunya, 2020; Uryson, 2001].  

We suppose that CRs are accelerated on shock fronts in vicinity of SMBH (e.g. in jets) 

which mechanism produces exponential injection spectra ∝E-α. In the model α=2.2 following 

[Giacinti et al. 2015].  

Distances from sources correspond to red shifts z≈0.0-5. The SMBH evolution is unclear. 

We use the evolution of Blue Lacertae objects (BL Lac), which are one of the AGN types, 

because the bulk of CR data is described with it [Giacinti et al. 2015]. Also we consider for 

illustration one more case of evolution when source density is proportional to the cosmic star 

formation rate [Ÿuksel et al. 2008].  It was used in the form given in [Wang et al. 2011]. 

 UHECR mass composition evidently is mixed, which is discussed in Introduction. Yet in the 

model we assume for simplicity that UHECRs consist of protons.    

          Extragalactic background emissions are considered in the following way. The CMB has 

Planck energy distribution with the mean value εr=6.7×10-4 eV. The mean photon density is nr 

=400 cm-3. The background radio emission has parameters from the model of the luminosity 

evolution for radio galaxies [Protheroe and Biermann, 1996; 1997]. The EBL parameters are 

taken from [Inoue et al. 2013]. 

We assume the EGMF to be uniform and consider the field values B=10-6, 10-9, and B 

≤10-12 G. 

3. Results and discussion. 

Calculated gamma-ray spectra near the Earth in the fields of 10-6, 10-9, 10-12 G with two 

CR source evolution scenarios are shown in Fig. 1, 2. The spectra when B<10-12 G coincide with 

that for B=10-12 G, and are not shown in the figures.  
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In figures curves corresponding to same values of magnetic field are similar in shape, so 

evolution models under consideration have no effect on curve behavior.  

At the energies E≥1019 eV the calculated curves almost coincide as the bulk of the 

emission in this range is produced via π0-decay, which is not affected by magnetic field. At 

lower energies quanta are produced both in cascades and in electron synchrotron emission.  

Synchrotron quanta being scattered by cascade particles, the energy of the latter transfers to a 

lower range, and a dip is formed on the curves in the range of ~1014-1018 eV. Larger is the field 

strength, the more is synchrotron emission and the more pronounced is the dip.  

At energies E ≤1017 eV curves with B=10-9 and B=10-12 G coincide. This is in agreement 

with the result obtained for the range E =108-1014 eV in [Berezinsky et al. 2011]. 

 

  

Fig.1. The spectra near the Earth of diffuse cascade gamma-rays produced by UHE 

protons. The evolution of UHECR sources is that of BL Lacs from [Giacinti et al. 2015]. The 

extragalactic magnetic field B is of 10-6, 10-9 and 10-12 G. The spectra when EGMF is B<10-12 G 

and B=10-12 G coincide and are not shown in the figure. The maximal proton energy is of 4×1020 

eV.  
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Fig.2. The same as in Fig.1, but UHE protons are from sources with evolution described 

by the star formation history [Ÿuksel et al. 2008] in the form [Wang et al. 2011].  

     

Figures 1, 2 show that source evolution scenarios have no perceptible effect on the  

curve behavior. In contrast to this the calculated intensity of diffuse cascade gamma-ray 

emission depends on source evolution. This effect has been studied previously in e.g. [Kalashev 

et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011; Berezinsky et al. 2016; Gavish and Eichler, 2016] (in which papers 

it was shown that source evolution affects on diffuse gamma-ray flux to UHECR flux ratio).  

In both figures the curve for B=10-6 G is different from the others both in shape and 

intensity. However in the energy range of ~107-109 eV the intensity when B=10-6 is close to the 

others. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the ratio R of cascade gamma-ray intensities in the 

range of 106-1011 eV in EGMF of 10-12 and 10-6 G is shown.  

Equal intensities giving R=1, the relative deviation from unity is δR≈0.25-0.3 in the range 

of ~107-109 eV. At higher energies (to ~1019 eV) the deviation is of ~10-100. 

Based on the coincidence of curves for B=10-9 and B=10-12 G we conclude that no 

specific models of EGMF are required to study contribution of cascade emission in the 

extragalactic gamma-ray background at E ≤1017 eV. In the seemingly unrealistic case of EGMF 
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of 10-6 G this inference is valid in the energy range of ~107-109 eV. (It is unrealistic because such 

field possibly fills only galaxies and their vicinity).   

This result is obtained in the model where UHE CRs are protons.  However CR nuclei 

possibly constitute a significant part of the UHE CR flux having a noticeable effect on the 

diffuse cascade emission (see e.g. [Berezinsky et al. 2016]). Study of UHE nuclei propagation 

and the resultant cascade gamma-ray emission will be performed in subsequent papers.   

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  The ratio R of diffuse cascade gamma-ray intensities produced by UHE protons in 

the EGMF of 10-6 and 10-12 G in the energy range of 106-1011 eV. The horizontal dashed line 

shows R=1. 

 

4. Conclusion.          
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We analyze the EGMF influence on the diffuse cascade gamma-ray spectra in the model 

with the uniform extragalactic magnetic field considering the extreme case of 10-6 G and more 

realistic cases of 10-9 and 10-12 G. The former is seemingly common inside galaxies and galactic 

clusters, and the two others are typical in the extragalactic space beyond clusters in sheets and 

filaments, and in voids.  It is shown that cascade gamma-ray intensity in EGMF with B =10-9 and 

B≤10-12 G are similar in the energy range E ≤1017 eV. Thus in this range specific models of 

extragalactic magnetic field are not required to study contribution of diffuse cascade emission in 

the extragalactic gamma-ray background. The result is obtained considering two possible 

scenarios of UHE CR source evolution. In the case of uniform EGMF of 10-6 G, which seems to 

be unrealistic, this inference is valid in the energy range of ~107-109 eV.  

This result is seemingly valid also for purely electromagnetic cascades, as was discussed 

in [Dzhatdoev et al. 2019].  

Structures where B>10-12 G fill the insignificant part of the space and their influence on 

the cascade emission is minor. Still our result could be of interest discussing UHE CRs and their 

cascade emission as a probe for the EGMF. The result obtained can be also relevant to the search 

for exotic particles, which are expected to annihilate or decay producing gamma-rays. Then in 

order to separate hypothetical dark matter signal from the gamma-ray background the 

contribution of all components to the background emission should be known, including cascade 

gamma-quanta.  

We have considered the model where UHE CRs are protons.  Study of UHE nuclei 

propagation and the resultant cascade gamma-ray emission will be performed in subsequent 

papers.   
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